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That’s why Asus just initiated a recall for certain ROG motherboards, as they’re prone to overheating and catching fire. The ROG motherboard in this recall action features a capacitor that ...

Asus motherboard recall: If this motherboard is in your PC, it might melt or start a fire
There are a few reasons you'd want to swap out your motherboard. Here's when and why it might be time for a change. Motherboards are - generally speaking - capable of lasting a long time in any ...

7 Reasons To Upgrade Your Motherboard
If you bought a high-end PC motherboard from Asus last year, you should probably check out this safety alert. The manufacturer is recalling approximately 10,000 motherboards in the ROG Maximus ...

Some Asus ROG motherboards are on fire (in the bad way)
For example, they encourage you to reuse its motherboard as a single-board computer – making it into a viable option for your own x86-powered projects. They have published a set of CAD files for ...

Build A Tablet Out Of Your Framework Motherboard
AMD and its partners have been showing off the new flagship X670 boards including the X670E and non-Extreme series. The X670 motherboards have the new AM5 socket and support for PCIe Gen5 storage.

AMD shows off new partner motherboards
The Gigabyte X670 EZ-Latch Plus motherboard is a new screwless and latchless system for easy GPU and SSD swaps. Tom’s Hardware noticed two new Gigabyte motherboards surface on Twitter ...

This screwless motherboard will make GPU upgrades easier than ever
The Consumer Product Safety Commission announced the recall of ASUS ROG Maximus Hero Motherboards Thursday. According to CPSC, the capacitor on the motherboards were installed in a reverse potion ...

10,000 ASUS motherboards recalled due to fire and burn hazards
Computer motherboards sold at places including Best Buy and Amazon have been recalled because the capacitor “was installed in a reverse position which can lead to a short circuit, overheating or ...

Computer motherboards recalled because capacitor installed wrong, may start fire
AMD has just announced the upcoming Ryzen 7000 processors, and alongside them, new motherboards that will accommodate the freshly released AM5 socket. Aside from the already expected high-end X670 ...

New AMD B650 Extreme motherboards are built for budget overclocking
Gigabyte’s Sofos Oikonomou has stated that there will indeed be a Tachyon motherboard based on the AM5 socket but it will be based on a different chipset, not the X670 so we are likely looking ...

Gigabyte’s Flagship Overclocking AM5 Motherboard to Be Based on B650 Chipset?
If you own an ASUS ROG Maximus Z690 Hero motherboard, listen up. About 10,000 units were shipped with a defect that can create a short circuit. This results in overheating that can cause the ...

ASUS ROG Maximus Z690 Hero Motherboards Recalled Over Alarming Fire Risk
ASUS has announced a new generation of AMD-based motherboards to accompany the ROG Crosshair X670E Extreme and support the latest Ryzen 7000 processors: the ROG Crosshair X670E Hero, the ROG Strix ...

ASUS Unveil New AMD X670E Motherboards
We now know that AMD will be unveiling and detailing its next-gen Ryzen 7000 series "Zen 4" processors, new AM5 socket, new X670E + X670 motherboards, and DDR5 EXPO memory overclocking technology.

ASUS ROG Crosshair X670E Extreme motherboard: pre-orders costs $1500
BIOSTAR and Intel are an inseparable partnership that has thrived throughout the years, delivering highly efficient motherboard-processor combos that work well in any use case scenario.
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